‘ONE WINTER PROPOSAL’
Synopsis
Cara (Taylor Cole) used to write a column about relationships and Ben (Jack Turner) used to be
the CEO of a publicly-traded snowboard company, but a lot has happened since they met at a
ski lodge one year ago. Cara wrote a novel, which is going to be published, Ben is one investor
away from launching his own snowboard company, and their relationship has grown into a
long-lasting love. Now the happy couple is celebrating their first New Year’s Eve together at a
rooftop party, and while they’re toasting their romance, Cara’s best friend Megan (Rukiya
Bernard) and Ben’s best friend Sean (Dewshane Williams) are running into one another after a
long break. Though their awkwardness is palatable, it’s clear the feelings they developed at the
lodge where Ben and Cara met last year have not diminished. It’s just too bad they were both
too wrapped up in their busy schedules to give their relationship a chance to gather traction.
Seeing that their friends still have a spark, Cara and Ben ask Megan to join them at the same
chalet as last year, neglecting to mention that Sean has become the resort’s new doctor.
Though Megan’s schedule is busier than ever, she agrees to go only because she can work on a
spread for her magazine’s new travel section. She drives up separately with her assistant Ethan
(Cardi Wong), a budding photographer, and upon their arrival Cara and Ben cook up an excuse
for Megan to go to the infirmary where they know she’ll run into Sean. Their matchmaking
underway, Ben goes to start a fire and asks Cara to grab a lighter from his pocket. When she
does, Cara finds a receipt from a jewelry store. Immediately jumping to the conclusion that
Ben is going to propose, Cara later tells Megan and the two can barely hide their excitement.
But while Ben might have marriage on his mind, he’s also got another proposal to worry about.
A potential investor is at the resort and Ben has landed a meeting with him. Though he
eventually does want to marry Cara, Ben is worried about her feelings regarding their
relationship. He’s just finished reading the new ending to Cara’s novel, and her lead characters,
who Ben is sure are based on him and Cara, are now are splitting up.
As Megan and Sean seem to be rekindling their relationship, Ben doesn’t appear to be getting
any closer to landing either one of his proposals. His prospective investor keeps rescheduling
their meetings and while Ben does surprise Cara with a wine charm and a new snowboarding
helmet, neither surprise is the engagement ring she is hoping for. Taking her disappointment
out for a snowboard run on the slopes, Cara meets an older woman struggling with her
bindings, and after giving her some pointers, their talk turns to relationships. Having been
married a long time, the woman wisely observes that perhaps it could be Cara who is giving
Ben conflicting signals about her desire to marry, and if a proposal is going to happen, it can
only be received with an open heart.
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